FACULTY PUBLICATIONS

1. CONTEXT
The library has for years endeavoured to maintain an inventory of faculty
publications internally.
A year ago, during winter 2015-16, the Library decided to make this list
available to all, within and outside AUP, using a free citation tool familiar to
lots of scholars, Zotero.
The Zotero database, available here, isn’t complete yet but we have nearly
600 documents (20dec16) and are steadily going back in time.
In order to help the Library keep this list up-to-date, Faculty are more than
welcome to send an email to the Library at facultypublications@aup.edu as
soon as a publication is out; we will enter it immediately. We follow all
faculty active on the academic networks Academia and Research Gate.
If you were present at the June 2016 Assessment day1, you know that
Claudia Roda, ITS, Academic Affairs, Communications, and the Library are
looking at ways to centralize faculty publication data entry and make this
valuable information available to and reusable by anyone. In the future, we
could imagine and hope for an institutional repository.i
Until workflow and solution are finalized, the Zotero database is available for
consultation by all: Faculty, Administrative staff, students, outsiders…
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Note to AUP Faculty: If you haven’t taken the June 2016 survey Faculty Use
of Academic Social Networking Sites & Citation Tools do take it (2 minutes)
here!

2. USING the Zotero Database
- You can browse publications by date by selecting one of the date
folders. All publications are listed at the root “Library” folder.

-

A “Search” box lets you perform basic searches through the entire
Library

-

Faculty can easily produce a formatted bibliography, with all or a
selection of their publications, in any citation format.
Watch a 2 min. video tutorial here

-

It is possible to sort and display more fields in the list.

-

Links to the full text are provided when available for free or through
one of the Library’s subscription database.
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If you have questions, remarks, suggestions, expectations… regarding
Faculty Publications please do not hesitate and send us an email at
facultypublications@aup.edu
If you would like to create your own Zotero account, and would love to
have a one to one presentation, do contact Laurence Amoureux
lamoureux@aup.edu
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See draft designed with ITS on Assessment Day:

